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Voorwoord

Dit verslag is het sluitstuk van mijn studie aan de

Technische Hogeschool te Eindhoven. Het vormt een over

zicht van mijn theoretische resultaten, die ik bij het

verrichten van mijn afstudeeronderzoek, aan een nieuw type

veld-effect transistor, op het Natuurkundig Laboratorium

van Philips heb verkregen.

Verificatie van de theorie aan de praktijk is, tot nu toe

aIleen aan de hand van meetresultaten uit publicaties.

verricht. De resultaten vertonen volledige kwalitatieve

overeenkomsten, maar om de nauwkeurigheid van de formules

te kunnen toetsen heb ik een chip ontworpen met teststruc

turen die zo goed mogelijk met het theoretisch model overeen

komen. De uitslag hiervan zal, in eenpublicatie verschijnen.

Mijn dank gaat vooral uit naar ire L.J.M. Esser, die mij

gedurende de afstudeerperiode uitstekend heeft begeleid, het

onderwerp heeft geleverd en mij inzichten heeft verschaft;

die uiteindelijk tot nieuwe resultaten hebben geleid.

Voorts gaat mijn erkentelijkheid uit naar prof.dr. F.M. Klaassen,

die het mogelijk heeft gemaakt mijn afstudeerwerkzaamheden

op 'het Nat.Lab. te kunnen verri~hten en wiens kritische

kanttekeningen op verschillende plaatsen in dit verslag tot

verbetering hebben geleid. Ook ben ik dank verschuldigd aan

ire J. van Gils, bij wie ik bij het ontwerp van de chip

met al mijn vragen van technologische aard terecht kon

en die de chip uiteindelijk zal gaan maken en aan

ing. J. van derSchoot die na de eerste theoretische resul

taten, onmiddelijk handzame programma's heeft geschreven,

waarmee de DMOST karakteristieken geplot konden worden.

Eindhoven, Oktober 1982 P.J.A.M. van de Wiel
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1. Introduction

During the last years the DMOST has gained more attention

owing to its high voltage properties and its improved

linearity. In this thesis we will consider in particular the

linearity aspects in terms of the transconductance.

A new one-dimensional analysis of the DMOST will be

presented, where velocity saturation effects in both

channel areas has been taken into account.

The results are closed form equations, however, they are

rather laborious. Therefore, a set of approximated

equations will be presented, which reduces the calculations

considerably. Furthermore we will see that the equations

hold for DMOSTs of the enhancement-enhancement type (both

channel areas of P-type semiconductor) as well as for

DMOSTs of the enhancement-depletion type (first channel

area of P-type semiconductor and second channel area of

N-type semiconductor). Finally, it will be shown that the

equation set also can be applied to dual gate MOSTs.

In the next two chapters the electrical properties of an

ordinary MOST are discussed in terms of channel charge

and channel potential distributions. For derivation of

the drain current only the main effects are considered.

This will lead to an insight vie~ by which the operation

of a DMOST can be understood.

Chapter 4 deals with the DMOST of the enhancement-

enhancement type. Variations in the transconductance curves

will be explained in terms of the device geometry and

the doping concentrations.

In chapter 5 the properties of the depletion MOST are dis

cussed. The results will be applied to the DMOST of the

enhancement-depletion type.

In chapter 6 the dual gate MOST will be considered. Due

to the two gates there are more bias conditions, which can

be analysed with a little extension of the DMOST equation set.
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The insights gained by this analysis can be used for

adequate design to improve the linearity of the DMOST

or dual gate MOST, as well as to derive the optimum

biasing conditions.
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2. The MOS capacitor

2.1. Introduction

In this chapter we will study the electrical properties of

the Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) system. The most often

used semiconductor is silicon. Only the ideal MOS curves

will be derived. For a more extensive treatment see Sze

[l,pp. 425-40J

2.2. The ideal MOS curves

The MOS system is formed by a metal gate on an oxidized

silicon wafer (see fig. 2.1.).

v

qox METAL

SEMICONDUCTOR

Fig. 2.1. Metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) structure.

V is the applied voltage on the gate and is positiveg
when the gate is positively biased with respect to the ohmic

contact, which is assumed to be on ground potential. Only

P-type silicon .will be treated. The properties of N-type

silicon follow in the same manner by replacing electrons

by holes and v.v. and inverting the potential on the gate.
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VACUUM LEVEL

'Jl:.j
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~ ~2. !..~ __ ~.
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1--------- Ey

Fig. 2.2. Energy band diagram for the ideal MOS
structure at ~=O.

Fig. 2.2. shows the energy level diagram of an ideal

MOS structure for V =OV. Here is 0m the metal work function
g

X the semiconductor electron affinity, ~. the insulator
1

electron affinity. E g the band gap, E v the top

energy level of the valence band, E c the bottom energy
. .

level of the conduction band, 08 the potential barrier

between the metal and the insulator, and 1Vs the potential

difference between the Fermi level EF and the intrinsic

level E .. The ideal MOS capacitor is defined
1

as follows:

1) At zero applied bias there is no energy difference between

the metal workfunction 0m and the semiconductor

workfunction 0s, with

¢s =X +

This means that the work function difference 0ms is zero.

2) The only charges in the structure are those in the

semiconductor and those with equal number but opposite

sign on the metal surface adjacent to the oxide.

3) The resistivity of the oxide is infinite.

We can distinguish three cases which may exist at the

semiconductor surface under biasing conditions (see fig. 2.3.).
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ACCUMULATION
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~>o
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Fig. 2.3. Energy band diagrams for the ideal MOS structure
with P-type semiconductor when VtO.

When a negative voltage (Vg<O) is applied to the metal gate·

the top of the intrinsic.level bends u~ward and is further

away from the Fermi level. Since the carrier density depends

exponentially on the energy difference (Ei-E F ), this band

bending causes an accumulation of majority carriers (holes)

near the semiconductor surface. This is the case of "accumu

lation". When a small positive voltage (Vg>O) is applied,

the bands bend downward, and the majority carriers are

depleted. This is the case of "depletion". When a larger

positive voltage is applied, the bands bend even more down

ward such that the intrinsic level E. at the surface crosses
1

the Fermi level EF . At this point the number of electrons

at the surface is larger than that of the holes, the surface

is inverted, and this is the case of "inversion".

The electrostatic potential1jJ (see fig. 2.3.) is defined as

zero in the bulk of the silicon, and is measured with respect

to the intrinsic level in the bulk. At the semiconductor

sur fa c e 'If =1Is and 1fs is call edt h e sur fa c e pot en t i a 1. Tho ugh
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the carriers in the semiconductor are distributed

as an exponential function of 1 ' the accumulation charge

as well as the inversion charge is considered to be in

an infinitesimal layer at the semiconductor surface.

Furthermore, we will use Shockleys depletion-layer approxi

mation, i.e. there are no free carriers in the depleted

region and outside this region the semiconductor is

assumed to be neutral. This results in a space charge region

for the depleted region.

In either the three cases we can derive the potential

distribution in the structure.

For V <0, all accumulation charge is assumed to be at the
g

surface, so the whole semiconductor is neutral. This implies

that the whole potential appears across the oxide. The

accumulation charge as well as the gate charge follows by

where Q qcc is the accumulation charge per uni t area, Q is
g

the charge in the gate per unit area, C is the capacitanceox
per un ita rea, fox t h.e per mit i v i t y and c1 e::c the t h i c kn e s s 0 f

the oxide.

If V >0, a depletion layer will be formed in the
g

silicon (see fig. 2.4.).

The-electric field and potential distribution follow simply

by solving the one dimensional Poisson equation.

= Pix)- f

The semiconductor is uni formly doped so pix) = q I'JA

in the depleted area with NA the doping concentration of the

silicon, and P{:d=o in the oxide and in the semiconductor

outside the depleted area. The depletion charge as well as

the induced charge in the gate is given by

Q~=- Oel.:,,' =Cox (~-1's)
[2. 2 .1
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On the other hand the depletion charge is reI ate d t 0 1/5 b Y

[2.3.J

wher e dis t il e wid tho f the de pIe ted reg ion.

_-------e..
Cp

v>o .....

rPIx)

..... ..... E.,

::c-

Fig. 2.4.

rlY,.t/ ic/:c)

(-
..s

'tHAd
Es

4
-0'"", d

lv/X)

The ideal MOS struc
ture under depletion
conditions.
a. Band diagram
b. Charge distribution
c. Electr c field dis

tribut on
d. Potent al distri

bution

By increasing V inversion occurs. Strong inversion starts
g

when 1I's = 21/18 . I nth iss i t uat ion the e 1e c t ron con c e n t r a -

tion at the surface equals the hole concentration in the

neutral part of the semiconductor.1Ps by inversion is given

by
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[2.51
[2.5.].

where k is the Boltzman factor, T the absolute temperature

and n. the intrinsic carrier concentration of the
1

semiconductor. The depletion width in this situation is

cJ =' / 2 E~ (2.1/'8>'
p V ", Nit

and can be solved by substituting Eq.[2.41 into Eq.
By further increase of Vg the number of minorities

(electrons) increases enormously, so the depletion charges

hardly influence the charge balance. The depletion depth

remains almost constant and is assumed to be d p

(see fig. 2.5.).

d"

Fig. 2.5. The ideal MOS struc
ture under inver
sion conditions
a. Band diagram
b. Charge distribution
c. Electr c field dis-

tribut on .
d. Potent al distri

bution

v>o

E;

a'j tPh)
b

::r-
-,NA

Goo

~;Y,.d,-Q, t€6r.)

£...

.E...

111'(X)
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Because the inversion layer is infinitesimal thin, the

surface potential remains constant by increasing V
g

under inversion conditions, as can be seen by rewriting

Eq. (2.5)

[2.6.]

The inversion charge per unit area Q follows by the voltage
n

across the oxide with the capacitance formula

- Ql'\ + , N" elpVQ
- '2. '¥s = [ 1' C":r 2 . 7.

with

= Gill lj'
-Co + vo~

6'X
(2. S.)

V'is a constant part of the voltage across the oxideox
which is caused by the depletion charge. The gate voltage at

which strong inversion starts is a quantity of interest.

It is call e d the t urn - on vol tag e Vt .

This voltage follows from Eq. [2.7] by setting Qn to zero.

1/..... ,,, Q N,q ole,.,= vl = 2"'8 r , COol'

= 21{8 + Vo~

= 2. 1/JIJ + V"'~-r,-!l'-«-M-'Il-(-2-1J-IJ~>'

Sub s tit uti 0 n 0 f Eq. [2. 10] in t~ Eq. [2.8] y i e 1 ds

IQn 1= C~X (v,- Vt)

[2. 10 ~

We can see that the channel charge is proportional to Vg .

It is usefull to consider the potential distribution at

inversion over the length of the MOS structure, i.e. in

the y-direction (see fig. 2.6.).

-i.- 2-
IIb= 0

~ 2.1'&
y'=O

2"\f. • I".1
1'1 1

~
c..

COX V,-l't
I v..: -r 21f.,v,- v..~ .~;

v~ v~
,

Fig. 2.6. Potential distribution along the y-axis. In the
right-hand figure the turn-on voltage Vt is
introduced.
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As shown in fig. 2.6b the inversion charge is proportional

to the distance between the curves V=O and V=Vg-V
t

.

In this subsection two non-ideal properties will be

treated. First we will consider the situation with a

workfunction difference between metal and silicon and

second we will take surface charges into account.

Fig. 2.7. shows the energy-level diagram of the metal, oxide

and semiconductor before and after contact.

_-------t;
c_

~ .... + + e"
+

~-- ---- - E~
r--......._-- E_
I-- c~

!"-1---+---E..

-
VACUUM LEVEL

It"
~~11~

E~ l17l1LI~

Fig. 2.7. Energy~level diagram of the metal, oxide and
semiconductor before and after contact.

After contact a redistribution of charges occurs and the

equilibrium condition is reached when the Fermi levels

of the metal and the semiconductor are at equal heights.

Owing to the redistribution of charge the bands in the semi

conductor are bent. These bands can be flattened by applying

a gate voltage equal to 0 .ms
The surface charge is caused by oxidizing the silicon.

This surface charge is fixed and cannot be changed due to

a variation of 1Ps . The effect of the fixed charges to the

potential distribution is equal to an applied gate vol tage of

V, = as
Co:r

where Qs is the fixed surface charge per unit area.

Sothis sur fa c e c h a r ge a 1sodeli v e r s a ban d b .en din g .

To eliminate the band bending caused by the surface charge
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and workfunction difference a gate voltage of

is needed, where VFS is called the flat-band voltage.

It is handy to take the flat-band situation as a reference

and reduce all gate voltages with VFS .

In this thesis we assume that all gate voltages are reduced

with VFS without mentioning this explicitely.
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3. The MOS transistor

3.1. Introduction------------
The metal-oxide-semiconductor transistor (MOST) belongs

to the class of field effect transistors. The basic device

characteristics will be derived and will be explained

in terms of channel charges and channel p,otentials. In the

last subsection velocity saturation of the electrons will

be taken into account.

3.2. Channel conductance

The basic structure of a MOST is illustrated in fig. 3.1.

This device consists of a P--type silicon substrate into

which two N+ regions, the source and the drain, are formed

(e.g. by diffusion or by ion-implantation). The metal

contact on the oxide is called the gate electrode.

SOURCE
GATE

DRAIN

;(
1v'/------'"7'

o L

Fig. 3.1. Schematic diagram of a MOST.
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I When there is no voltage applied to the gate, the

source-to-drain electrodes correspond to two p-n junctions

connected back to back. The only current that CRn flow

from the drain to the source is the reverge leakage current.

When ,a s u- f. f i c i e nt 1 y 1 a r g e p0 sit i ve b i asis a pp 1 i edt 0 the

gate, a surface inversion layer is formed between the two

N+ .raglons.

The source and the drain are thus connected by a conducting

surface channel through which a large current can flow. The

conductance of this channel can be modulated by varying the

gate voltage. If a voltage between drain and source is

applied a current will flow which varies with varying channel

conductance. Before deriving this current, we must consider

the p-n junction between bulk and source at zero source voltage V .s
Fig. 3.2. shows the energy level diagram at the

semi-conductor surface if no gate voltage is applied and the

bulk potential Vb=O.

--/l/~-t:=:• E,

----0/ C
y

y

Fig. 3.2. Energy-level diagram along the y-axis at the semi
conductor surface for V =0.

g

the N+ region

In this figure lPD is the built-in voltage

...." =}{I IJ NANe
rD j"'&- hiz

where NO is the donor concentration of

Next consider the energy level diagram so

[3.1]

the
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surface of the P-region is inverted (see fig. 3.3.a).

---------Cc

=t------Gi
~-v. 1'8_____----E

y

8

--------_Ec

-------F:;
1'6________...,.. E"

b

Notice

Fig. 3.3. Energy-level diagram'along the y-axis at the
semiconductor surface for V )V

t
with

a'''II'D)218 g
b. 1/'D = 21/18

21/111 :. 'liD 0 n 1 y i f the don 0 r con c e n t rat ion in the

source equals the acceptor concentration in the bulk.

We will use this equality although the donor concentration

exceeds the acceptor concentration. This results in flat bands

for E., Ev and E in fig. 3.3.b~ At the drain side the same
l c

conditions hold.

In order to show more clearly the band bending in the bulk, the

MOST in Fig. 3. l. is turned 90 degreeds and is shown in

Fig. 3.4.a. In fig. 3.4.b. and fig. 3.4.c. the

Fermi level (solid lines) and intrinsic level (dashed lines)

are shown for V. =0 and V >V t respectively, and V'd=V =Vb=O.g g . s
The chain-dotted line indicates' where Ei crosses EF •

Because the structure will be considered under non

equilibrium conditions we will take the source potential

as reference and all potentials will be taken with respect

to the source, Le. Vg=V gs ' Vb=V bs ' etc.

If we apply a negative bulk voltage (Vb) under inversion con

ditions by keeping the drain and source potential to zero,

the depletion region will grow because holes are extracted

(see fig. 3.5.).
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~
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~--...,,-

c,0
,,---

"""I
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,/ " ./
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l'J "Z¥,,,,
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Fig. 3.4. a. The MOST structure from Fig. 3.1., turned over
90 degreeso

b. Two dimensional diagram of the Fermi level (solid
lines) and the intrinsic level (dashed lines)
at zero volts gate bias.

c. Two dimensional diagram of the Fermi level and
intrinsic level for Vg > Vt •

Figo 3.5. The MOST under inversion conditions with negative
applied bulk bias.
a. Charge distribution
b. Electric field distribution
c. Potential distribution.
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By the fact of the well conducting channel while the drain

and source are grounded, the surface potential remains

".2 ""\fa . The e'l e c t r 0 s tat i cpo ten t i a 1 a c r 0 sst he 0 x ide rem a ins

V1 - 21pa thus the total charge remains constant . This

means that at adecrease of the negative bulk vol tage the channel

charges are diminished with the same amount at which the

depletion charge is increased.

The depletion charge per unit area is given by

Qol~,1 : - '} Nil rip' =- 12 £. 'J Nil (21t'a - VI, / [3. 2.J

If a positive drainvoltage is applied, channel electrons

are drawn towards the drain,

Just as in the previous situation (Vb<O) this results in

an enlarged depletion region. Under these conditions no

longer thermal equilibrium exists, so first, we will consider

the MOS structure under nonequilibrium conditions.

If a voltage is applied across the drain-source contacts,

the imref (quasi Fermi level) of the minority carriers

(electrons) is lowered from the equilibrium Fermi level.

There is a variation of the band in the y direction due to

the applied reverse bias on the drain, An inversion layer

can be formed only when the potential at the surface crosses

the imref of the electrons. Fig, 3.6. shows a comparison of

the charge distribution and energy band variation of an

inverted P region for (a) the equilibrium case and (b)

the nonequilibrium case at the drain.
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~-----ec

Co'
~~------E,

_-----E..

~_---cc

_---F,'
--r---€"F,
---+---I!!"

h~---::>~---,':...s...-E'""

a b

On

Fig. 3.6. Comparison of the charge distribution and energy
band variation of an inverted P-region for
a. the equilibrium case and
b. the nonequilibrium case at the drain.

In the nonequilibrium case the hole concentration is

hardly affected, so the imref for holes EFp of the

silicon does not vary with the distance from the bulk

to the surface. The imref for the electrons EFn of silicon

is separated by the applied junction bias Vd from the

imref of holes i.e.

It follows for the inversion condition that

[3.3 j

Fig. 3.7. shows the band bending in a cross section of the

MOST.

7--~,~71;~

I
r
I

~---

/.L'_ ;;;::......
--... '~

/ - .
~=V!r)"2.1&' " I

'-' - --"

o

Fig. 3.7. Two dimensional diagram of the imref for electrons
(solid lines) and the intrinsic level (dashed lines)
for a MOST under nonquilibrium conditions.
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3.4. Basic device characteristics

The conductivity of the channel can be approximated by (n»p)

O"{y)= 'J nly)p" [3.4 J

where n is the electron density per unit area, p is the

hole density per unit area, ~n is the mobility of electrons

which is assumed to be constant. To derive the drain

current we will use the so-called gradual channel approxi

mation i.e. the transversal field (E in x direction) in thex
channel is much larger than the longitudinal field (E in

y
y direction).

The charge in the inversion layer follows with (see fig. 3.8.).

Vox =
1/ ,J - Q" Iy) of" iJ N,q d 10..
vo - 1JIs IYJ = - ~ -

(f Cox

v, - Vo~ (y) -1J'.s fy) = 0... (y)
Cox

[3.5l

[3.6.]

/,oJiJ4 [3.7 J
The surface potential ~ry)at inversion is approximated

by 218 + vt,) where V(y) is the potential difference

between the point y and the source electrode.

u 0 Vo=o Y, L-L.,s=o , ~
~A 12'\\ VfYJ ~ V.

• --__ D

1pst,J 11t'1.~
lY'1y} .IT;)---

v,- ~rJ:- - - - - - -

y1------

Fig. 3.8. The MOST under nonequilibrium conditions
a. Longitudinal potential distribution (y direction)
b. Transversal potential distribution (x direction

at Y:Yl) with corresponding charge distribution.
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As can be seen with Eq. (3.6] the distance between 1Ps ty)
and V -V'(Wis proportional to the channel charge.g ox
The local depletion depth dey) is given by

dty) = ,/2 £. (Vty) + 21).r (3.8 J
V 'i\!e

Substitution of EqI;3.8] into Eq. [3.5] yields

QrJy) =-[ V, - :lV's - Vfy)] Cox + V2 Es ') lit, I Vly) + 2.1JIsJ' (3.9 J
The channel resistance of an elementary section (dy) is

oIy
dR= W."u,. IQrdyJl

Where W is the total width of the MOST. (see fig. 3.1.).

given by

And the voltage drop across this elementary section is given

by

p.lZ.]

where I d is the draincurrent which is a constant, independent

of y. Substitution of Eq.[3.9] into Eq. [3.11] and

integration from the source (y=O, V=O) to the drain

(y=L, V=V d ) yields(see appendix A).

IJ= WAJiCox {(V,-2 11a - ~cI )Va

_~ V2£. '#49' (IrJ -to 21/',,)'/2
'J COX L~

If a negative bulk voltage is applied, the local depletion

wid t his r-~:---------"

dry) =v'2£, ! Wy}'" 21/'" - Vb)' B·13J
,NA

which leads to

1«= W'4n C()X [I V, - 27/1" - ~ ) Vt/... (3.141

-; V:J. z,~ NAifI'J ... 7.7/'''- V6/" - (27/'" - vS"])
for the drain current.

Eq. [3.14]can be approximated for small Vd by

[ Vc/ ] [3 .15]I d = (3 (V,-t1J Vel - 2"

if only two terms of the Taylor expansion of (V d + l~B _V b )3/Z
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are ·taken into account and
. ~~

lei: (3 [(V,-~)Vel - (,., &) 1- ]

~. 20 J

defined

[3.17 J

[3.1SJ

[3.19J

if three terms are taken into account.

In these equations the following constants are

13 = klAn CO)C
L

Vi- =21Vs + Up V2.1Jts _ ~'

d J<p
= .2 Y2"lPa- Vb'

It< :: V2 t J 9'N,4'
P Cli%

where K is called the bulk factor.
p

It should be noticed that Eq. [3.1SJ results in Eq. [2.1~

if Vb=O. The basic device characteristics .will be explained by

using Eq. [3.15] • Because this is an approximated formula

it does not agree with the potential distribution shown in

fig. 3.S. Fig. 3.9. shows the potential distribution which

agrees with Eq.[3.1SJ

l~-__f~~ Vt/

~{Y)I"" ............
~l'&} I~:~I ,----

~- 4:.- - - - - - - - -I •
Yc *~x
~

L
I

V/~lIG..cr>' ....-- Vd
c_

r,- yt----.:----l
~ ~"w.

tf-------

Fig. 3.9. Approximated potential distribution along the
y-axis for a MOST under nonequilibrium conditions
(see text). In the right-hand figure the thres
hold voltage Vt is introduced.
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It can be shown (see appendix B) that the approximation

results in a constant depletion width. This depletion width

is equal to the one in the situation with drain and source

grounded. The potential Vi is then also constant andox
given by

In fig. 3.9. the distance between V(y) and V -V t is proportional

to the channel charge. Substitution of Eq . [3 . 21] into

Eq . [3.6] yields

O",(y) :-[11-2¥.s -Vir)]Cox +~ (s1tYt9/21JJ-~>' :,-[~·I4-Vly)JC~ D· 221
Starting with the situation of fig. 3.9. we can increase V

g
by constant Vd . It follows immediately that the channel

charge increases linearly with Vg-V t , so the drain

current increases linearly with Vg-V t . This agrees with

Eq. [3.1S1 This operation mode of the MOST is called the

linear or triode region.

Due to the parabolic channel charge distribution(this will

be proved in the next subsection), the drain current depends

quadratically to the drain voltage. This also agrees with

Eq. [3.SJ.

------L-_ V"

Fig. 3.10. Longitudinal potential distribution of a MOST
which operates in the saturation region.

When the drain voltage is increased to a point such that

the channel charge at y=L becomes zero, the number of

mobile electrons at the drain shows a drastic fall-off.

The drain voltage and the drain current at this point, called
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the pinch off point, are designated as Vdsat and I dsat

and Q (l)=O.
n

respectively. The value of V
dsat

is

under the conditions Vel) = Vds«~

obtained from Eq. [3.22.)

[3.23.)

This con d i t ion iss how n i n fig. 3. 1O. When Vd ~ Vc/SD t
we have the saturation or pentode region.

Substitution of Eq.[3.23] into Eq.[3.1S] yields

The drain current is independent of the drain voltage in the

pentode region, because all extra drain voltage appears

beyond the pinch off point.

When we apply a drainvoltage beyond the saturation drain

vol tage, we can increase the gate vol tage while the MOST

remains in pentode region (see fig. 3.11). In this situation

the channel charge as well as the potential across the

channel increases, with increasing gate voltage.

l's: 0 __......o_=-----.......L.-==y:::;..

!1ft,}
!.S,- ~ -------w
~1-y~------

'----Vel

Fig. 3.11. Comparison of the longitudinal potential distri
bution for two differenc values of the gate vol
tage, wi th V 2 > V l' for a MOST which operates
in the pento8e reg~on.

The drain current is fully quadratic related

to the potential across the channel. This potential is equal

to V9- Vt' SO Iol V':) (Vd,d )2. ~ (~- Vt )1..
The output characteristics of the MOST, described with

Eq. (3.15], are shown in Fig. 3.12. The dotted line indicates

the locus of the drain voltage (V dsat ) at which the
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current reaches a maximum value.

30

20

10

~-+/~---10
I

I
I

/
/

/_-'1'------- 8

p

--...:--------6

5 10

Fig. 3.12. Drain current vs drain voltage with the gate vol
tage as parameter. The triode and pentode region
are indicated by T and P respectively.

The triode and pentode region are indicated by T and P

respectively. As can be seen immediately, the drain current

is independent of the drian voltage in the pentode region

and proportional to the second power of Vg-V t . In the triode region

the draincurrent increases linearly with increasing V at
g

constant V
d

.

The t ran s con d uc tan c e liM i s g i ven a s

vIol ItjWl= - :: (3 Vol
~ V, Vol: cerlsf

for triode region and

=t3(V?-V~)

[3.25.J

[3.26.]

for the pentode region. The intercepts of the V :const. lines
g

in fig. 3.12 are proportional to the transconductance.
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Figure 3.13. shows the transconductance versus the gate voltage

with the drain voltage as parameter.

g;1 10 10

8 8

6 6
IVd

T
4 4

2 2

0 2 4 6 8 10-
Vg-Vt

Fig. 3.13. Transconductance vs gate voltage with the drain
voltage as parameter. The triode and pentode region
are indicated by T and P respectively.

~onsider the MOST in a voltage amplifier circuit (see fig. 3.14.).

Vel"
R.I

Vo

V;. V,
V,

Vs

0
-

Fig. 3.14. Amplification circuit with a MOST.

The voltage amplification is given by

II = ¥i - - Q_ R1r V, - (J~'
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For a good linearity 9M should be a constant, but as

can be seen from Eq.(3.25]and Eq.[3.26]it is proportional

to V
d

in the triode region and proportional to Vg in the pentode

region. This results in non-linearities.

The equations of interest for 8 two term approximation are joined

in Eq. [3. 271.

Id =13 [1J!7- Yt) Vol - V: 2

]

I,J =(3 fJl7- v~ ):L
"""S.t 2

'1wa =13 Vel

9WSfQI': 13 tv, -Vt)

Uts.,/;; J-;- vt
If the more accurate three term,approximation is

considered the equations are given by:

IJ=t3[(~-~)Vol -('-16) tt: 2

] IJs.,l-=(3 ~}~:~~1

[3.27.]

[3.28·1

Under, norequilibrium conditions it can be seen (see e.g.

fig. 3.10) that the electron density in the channel decreases

towards the drain. The current throughout the channel is constant

thus the velocity of the electrons must increase towards the

drain. The continuity equation for the current is given by

where U(y) is the velocity of the electrons and n(y) is

the electron density per unit area.

Furthermore the electron veloci ty is linearly related to the

longitudinal electric field Ey 1
01 Vfy) ~ . 30 .J

u (Y)=/"- tyly) '="MtI ely-

Wit h Eq. [3. 22J , wh i c h can be wr itt e n as

v,- Vt - Vly)

the differential equation for the potential distribution
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is given by (see appendix e1)

IcI
;3L

The solution with the boundary condition V(O)=O is

[3. 32 .J
The shape of the potential curve V(y) is parabolic.

Substitution of Eq. [3.24J into Eq. [3.32J yields

Vfy) =I V, -lit)[I -I, -. t JJ [3 . 3 3J
This is the potential distribution if the MOST is pinched

off (see fig. 3.10).

As can be seen in fig. 3.9,3.10 the potential gradient

increases towards the drain. The potential gradient reaches

near-infinity at the pinch off point, thus the electron

velocity is considered to be infinite in our model.

When the fields are sufficiently large, however, nonlinearities

in mobility and saturation of drift velocity is observed

[1 pp. 56-60, 5]. Fig. 3.15 shows the electron velocity as

a function of the electric field for silicon.

108

[Cmf:]]
107 Vsat

Si (electrons)

Ec
1051'~0=2----+10--;3~~1""0"4---:-'10~5;;-----"'"

E [V/cm]

Fig. 3.15. Electron velocity vs electric field for silicon.

The velocity as a function of Ey can be approximated by

[3, pp. 550-53J

[3.34.J
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with ~othe low field mobility.

For 1 a r gee 1 e c t ric fie 1dsEq. [3.34.] results in

And the potential distribution is given by (see appendix C2)

V,,)= v,-lIt - f# - Vlv;-vt -~}7. - 2 ;;1~)' [3.37 J

The shape of this potential curve is also parabolic.

At pinch off the minimum channel charge at y=L is given by

Q", (L) = Ic/S4t
WV,.i

GM!t.)----=
C{j)C

This minimum channel charge is linear related to the saturation

d r a inc ur r e nt. As i nth e pre v i 0 usc a s e Qr\ (/..)=0 g i vest he pin c h

off potential at the drain, now Eq [3.39J has to be used

(see fig. 3.16).

o L ---X....Vs" 0 ---+:.---==----+--...:=

'--- /101

Fig. 3.16. Longitudinal potential distribution of a MOST which
operates in the pentode region. Due to the velocity
saturation of the electrons, the channel charge
does nag equal zero at the pinch off point.

Because the drain current reaches its maximum value at the

saturatim drain voltage, V
dsat

can be found by differentiating

the drain current equation (~~ =0)
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3.6. ~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L_~~j~~~~~_!~~_~~!~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~_

effects

Due to the electron velocity saturation effects the device

characteristics are influenced. This can be seen by considering

fig. 3.17 which shows the potential distribution of a MOST

in the saturation region, where two different gate voltages

are applied (V g2 >V
gl

).

Fig. 3.17. Comparison of the longitudinal potential distri
bution for two different values of the gate vol
tage, with V 2 > V l' for a MOST which operates
in the pento8e reg~on. Velocity saturation effects
are taken into account.

The channel charge at y=O and y=L is respectively

Q", 10)=_v._,-_~..;..t
Cox

v,- Lit
CO~ - ~'L) *'

Since the drain current increases at increasing Vg-V t ,

subsequently Q (L) must increase (Q (L) l! tl,./=Id).
n n sa

So, according to (*) Vdsat will increase less then

proportional to Vg-V
t

. As known, the drain current is

proportional to V~sat' due to the parabolic potential

distribution. Because V
d

t increases no lorlger proportional to
SI8

V -V
t

, the drain current will no longer increase

pioportional to (V
g

-V
t

)2. So linearisation can be expected.

This will tend to a horizontal transconductance curve

for the pentode region.
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The drain current can be found by substitution of Eq. [3.35J

into Eq. [3.11] and solving this equation in a similar

way as shown in Appendix A.

IcJ = W"..uo Ee Cox [/" _2 'Ill _ /1..1) U
Ec I.. .,. VJ { uJ orB ~ Yet

_j ';2£, t)N;[fV'; "2'{JB -~)"'-1211iJ-U)"'1} [3.40 J
C-)l.

If only two terms of the Taylor expansion are used the following

equations will be obtained

[3.41.]

The first equality for I d t is already given by Eq.[3.391
aXel sa

Vdsat follows from m =0. Fig. 3.18 shows the drain

current as a function of the drainvoltage with the

gate voltage as parameter, for a MOST with a channel length

of 4 )Jm. This will be noted b)( "4)J MOSP.
. -'The transconductance ve~sus the gate voltagelwith the

drain voltage as parameter is shown in fig. 3.19.
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5
I

IdI 10
1f4 I

/ 8
3 IVg-Vt

p
2 6

1 4

2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Vd

Fig. 3.18. Drain current vs drain voltage with the gate
voltage as parameter for a 4)J MOST. Velocity
saturation effects are taken into account,E =10.000
V/cm. c

1 ------_._------------ --

gm[If .8

.6 6 !Vd
4

.4 T
2

.2

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 ---'---
Vg-Vt

Fig. 3.19. Transconductance vs gate voltage with the drain
voltage as parameter for a 4)J MOST. Velocity
saturation effects are taken into accoun~ Ec=lO.OOO
V/cm.
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The behaviour of the MOST in the pentode region for

large V is much more linear. The transconductance has ang
asymptotic value (3': WIIs,,1 CO:J( ,which is limited, at a given

device geometry, by the saturation velocity.

It is observed that this value is independent of the length

L of the device.

Fig. 3.20 shows the saturation transductance for three

different channellengths. In the short structures the high

electric fields are obtained at relatively small applied

voltages.

Vg-Vt-2o

.2

.4

1 -----------------

9ml·a8'

.6

Fig. 3.20. Comparison of the transconductance of three MOSTs
in saturation with channellengths of 1 jJm, 5).1m
and 10 ).1m. Ec = 10.000 V/cm.

It is desirable to have a linear region for small values

of V , which can be obtained by shortening the device.
g

This also results in a larger transconductance at the same

gate voltage.
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If three terms of the Taylor expansion are taken into account

describing equations are

J/t.'I
_ ,(I-Yt)YoI - /",-s) -t
- (3 €c.L ~ Vol

IrlUti =;J' ( ~1 ~AJ1 - (,.,.;-) Vtll4'f ) =:(J' yJr.t
2/'''1") Ce I.

~1't1 :: (3' Vel
ct:l + VJ

'I-ref =(J'{I- (I +2 Jf -Pi )-Y2.}
(,+&) C~I.

3 _42 _
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4. The DMOST

The behaviour of a MOST can be linearized by shortening the

channellength. The minimum length is limited by the photo

1 it hog rap h i cpr 0 c e s s. Too ve r com e t his pro b1em abo ron

diffusion through the source contact hole is proposed.

Due to the large diffusion coefficient of boron, a high doped

P-region is formed around the source and two different channel

regions are formed under the gate.

By varying the diffusion depth,thelength of the first region

can be changed.

This kind of structure is called a double-diffused MOST

(DMOST).

Fig. 4.1. shows a DMOST, which is an ordinary MOST, with an

high doped P-region around the source region.

GATE

,0
.""

,£
Y-.. •• •", J.z

Fig. 4.1- Schematic diagram of a DMOST.

This structure can be considered as two MOSTs connected

in series, with a common gate.

The high doped region is called the first channel region and

by the second channel region is meant the low doped region.
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The difference between the two MOSTs is first the

channellength L and second the threshold voltage Vt • This last

Can be understood from

and : 2kT I ~
, .M1 11,'

(2 ($1 M1 '
Cox

Due to the higher doping concentration of the first channel

region, this MOST has a larger threshold voltage. The first

channel of the DMOST is usually shorter than the second one.

Under different biasing conditions the individual I~OSTs

can operate in triode or pentode region. We can distinguish

four modes, these are: both MOSTs in triode region, called

the TT mode, the first MOST in triode region and the second one

in pentode region, called TP mode, or v.v. called the PT

mode and last both MOSTs in pentode region, called the PP

mode (see fig. 4.2).

1st 2nd

T T

T P

P T

p p

ct:'lannel

Fig. 4.2. The operation modes of a DMOST.

To derive the drain current under given biasing conditions

it is necessary to know in which mode the DMOST operates.

Then the equations (which are derived in chapter 3)

describing the individual MOSTs can be used. Because the

potential V(L l ) (see fig. 4.1.) is unknown, which is the
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source voltage of the second MOST and the drain voltage

of the first one, we do not know the operation mode of the

DMOST. To overcome this problem, consider the situation

at which both MOSTs just pinch off simultaneously.

Fig. 4.3. shows the potential distribution of two MaSTs in

series, for that situation. In order to connect the potential

curves correctly, the channel potential V(y) and the gate

voltage V must be continuous at the boundary. At a firstg
glance it seems that this prescribes the difference in thres-

hold voltage. Since this voltage difference is given, this

situation can only be realised at one particular gate voltage.

Vt=o

1~(y)

o L,

Fig. 4.3. Longitudinal potential distribution of a DMOST
where both channels just pinch off simultaneously.

The subscript 1 and 2 will be used for the first and second

MOST respectively. The gate voltage and drain voltage

in this situation are called ,V gT and VdT.. By increasing

V
d

(Vd>V
dT

) the channelpotentialV(y) is unchanged because

the extra drain voltage appears beyond the second pinch off

point. When we decrease Vd (Vd<V dT ) both MaSTs operate

in the triode region.

This can be seen by the following considerations. If the

drain voltage is lowered, the current in both MaSTs decreases

The current has its maximum value at saturation.

Thus now both MaSTs are in the triode region.
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Next consider the situation with V
g

> VgT at a large

value of Vd (see fig. 4.4)

V, =0 L. L L

Fig. 4.4. Longitudinal potential distribution of a DMOST for
V > V T' where the second channel just pin~hes off.

g g

It will be shown that for sufficient large Vd the first MOST

operates in the triode region while the second on~ operates in

the pen t 0 dere gion. The s hap e 0 f the pot e n t i a 1 cur ve- V( y )

can be explained by the following considerations. For large

gate voltages the step in the Vg-V
t

curve is relatively small.

If one neglects this voltage step, there would be no dip in the

potential curve V(y) at all. Due to a small step, the charge

in the first channel is only slightly less than in the second

one around y= L, . Therefore, around y=LJ, the potential

gradient can not differ too much and the dip will be small.

Owing to this situation the first I~OST operates in the triode

region, while the second can operate in the pentode region.

Increasing Vd (Vd>Vdsai2) the extra drain voltage appears

beyond the pinch off region .. I f Vd is decreased

(V d < VdJai2) eventually both MOSTs operate in the triode region.

Thus for V >V T the DMOST operates in the TT mode ifg g
Vd<Vclf/ll~2 and in the TP mode if Vd>V~SQt2.

Now, consider the situation for V <V T (see fig. 4.5).
9 9

Starting with Vd=O and increasing this voltage, we see that

both MOSTs operate in the tricre region. Due to the relatively

large step in the Vg-V
t

curve there is considerable less
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a

b

1
",1.·) ~-"'~-----r l ' [ Vd> V,Jsof I

v,-Vt .2.
~<'I'JT~------

Fig. 4.5. Longitudinal potential distribution of a DMOST
for V < V ,while
a. th~ firQt channel just pinches off.
b. the first channel is pinched off and the second

channel still is in triode region,
c. the first channel is pinched off and the second

channel just pinches off.

charge in the first channel then in the second one. This

results in a large potential gradient in the first channel,

and this MOST will pinch off first by increasing the drain

potential (fig. 4.5.a). The current of this MOST has

reached its maximum value.

By further increase of the drain voltage, the source

potential of the second MOST establishes in such a way that

the current in this MOST equals the first MOST saturation

current, both for triode (see fig. 4.5.b.) and pentode

region (see fig. 4.5.c.). In this situation an arbitrary

voltage drop can appear beyond the first pinch off point.

I f the second MOST also saturates the extra drain vol tage appears

beyond the sec?nd pinch off point. Thus, if V <V T the
g g

DMOST operate in the TT mode for sufficiently small drain

voltage, then in the PT mode for higher drain voltage and

fin a 11 yin the PPm 0 de for Vd> VJ Srtt In fig. 4. 6. are-

view of the different modes is shown.
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1st 2nd

T p

T T

P T

P P

ctaannel

Vd>Vdsat2

small Vd

Vd>Vdsat1

Vd>Vdsat

[4.1 J

Fig. 4.6. Review of the operation modes of the DMOST under
different biasing conditions.

~.3. Th8 transition mode of the DMGST

To derive the basic device characteristics, the equation

set Eq. [3. 41) IN i 11 be use d, a t whi c h vel 0 cit Y sat urat ion

effects are involved. The drain current equations for

the first MOST are given by

101= /3' ~' ~ - ~'/:2.
E.l., . .,. ~

. Ie/Ifill: = 13 '(v,' - ~ s,,~ )

( ~'
= (:$'ccl., I y. i:L.,

w,'/l, ~ 1= ll- Vt ,

V is the common voltage for the drain of the first channel
c

and for the source of the second one. The drain current

equations for the second MOST are given by

.IrJ= (3' IJ','-I"dvt -~)lvJ-¥t.) - (YeJ-K)/2
ec.l.2, + (Ye/-v") "

=(3'

I cIr-e ~ =13 'ltv, I + l\ ~ -J,{ ) - (KIf.t - j{ )) :J 13 ' (If' +~ VI- - l'c )

=13' L:" l {I + 11' +"~ -Vc: Ii' ... LI ~ - ~ "1
c::-c t t: L I + 2 ~ L

(. t c:c 'Z
[4.4.J

",;/it A Vi- = Vt I - Vt:l. > 0
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It should be noticed that 8' for both channels is equal.

It is obvious that a channel from source to drain is

formed only if V exceeds the threshold voltage of the first
g

MOST, so Vtt is the over-all threshold voltage. This

condition corresponds with Vi> O.
g

It is shown in the previous subsection that we can deduce

the operation mode in any biasing condition without knowing

V explicitely. The main parameter in this considerationc
is VgT , the transition gate voltage [4] . VgT is defined

as the gate voltage at which both MOSTs just pinch off

simultaneously. The common voltage is given by the saturation

drain voltage of the first MOST; and is called VcT in this

situation (see Eq. (3.41J ).
J::' { d---\t{-,"'!""j--'}

VeT = C;c L, - / + V / + 2. c
C;;e I. ,

The saturation drain current in the first and second MOST is

respectively

[4.6}

[4.9 J

[4.8 J

l}~ + 6~ - ~T I} [4. 7 J
ccL-a

of Eq. [4.5]Equating the last two formulas and substitution

in tot he s qua r e roo t t e r m 0 f Eq. [4. 7 .J Yi e 1 ds

11:' =(in'.f +.4 V. t/E. L, I
liT 2 Ec.L-a Ec Lz

Sub s tit uti 0 n 0 f Eq. [4. 8 .1 in toE q. [4 . 51 y i e Id s

~T = 41 VI; I rE:L:'V-e:L;
and sub s tit uti 0 n 0 f Eq. [4. 8] and Eq. [ 4. 9J i n toE q . [ 4. 6J
yields

For the second MOST the saturation drain current can also

be written as
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Sub s tit uti 0 n 0 f Eq. [4. 6.) in tot his e qua t ion y i e 1 ds

This is not amazing, because through both pinch off

regions the same current flows. The difference in effective

gate voltage (Vg-V t ) is AVt, so the difference in channel

potential must also be 11 Vt . (see fig. 4.7).

fig. 4.7. Longitudinal potential distribution at V =V T.
It is seen that Qn(Lll=l;Jn\l.l is this sit8at~on.

Example

First region Vtl = 5V Second reg,ion Vtz = IV

Ll = 1 }Jm LZ = 4}Jm

E = 10.000 V,-(m, so Ec Ll = IVc
E L2 = 4Vc
AV t = 4V

The transition gate voltage follows from Eq. [4.8)

, (A\1-t AVtffi VVtT = + - "2 lie L2 ttl"

With V~ = Vg - Vtl it follows that VgT = 9V.

The common voltage at the transition situation is (Eq. [4.5] )

~T = Ec LJ [- J ..,. II I + 2 llr .]
Y cel,

= J [-I + VJ + '2.
Lf-I

'] :: 2 V
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and the drain voltage VdT is given by Eq. [4.12.]

VdT =II('T + ~V~ =,{ V
Finally the draincurrent in this situation can be found

with Eq. [4.6.J or Eq. I4.10J.

Ielst:dT - y" I _ ~ _ (~~l :: 2 V
(31 -,T ~T - 2 Gc.Lz.

These results are shown in fig. 4.11.

q . {j.. _By_s}_c__d_e_vJ_c_E'~ _c_h_aJ..;~c_t..:a:...rJ..:s_tJ_c_s_
For Vg<V gT and increasing Vd from zero,a situation will

be reached at which the first MOST starts to saturate.

(see fig. 4.5 a).

The drain voltage at which this happens will be called Vdsatl.

The current in this situation is determined by the first MOST
/

with

Icltlff =(3llv1'-~$lIt)

~SQ/ =BeLl/-I + II +

[4 .13 ~

[4.14 J

The second MOST operates in the triode region and its current

is' prescribed by Eq. [4.13). Substitution of this equation into

Eq.[4.3 a] with V =V t yields the potential differencec csa
across the second channel.

(By solving the quadratic equation only the - sign holds

because now the potential across the second channel is less

than the potential across the second channel in the transi-

tion situation).

If Vd<Vdsatl' the DrviOST op8r2l:es in the TT mode and for \/d>\ldsatl

the Dr-lOST opers.te8 )_n t.he PT or PP ['lode. In this lAst situ2tion

the draincurrent is completely determined by the first

channel and to this situation is also referred as the first

channel control region [~J The draincurrent in ~hesp mod8s

is given by

ItlPT • IJ" '(3' EeL, {I + ;;;, - jI, + 2 t!!;,'} [4.16 J
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Just as in the transition situation the drainvoltage at

which the second channel saturates is given by (see fig. 4.8.)

o L,

j W' IV""
~) ;:.~ I'~ L/_

Vc

'--'--4-V

t

- YI/"VeI,.;'

Fig. 4.8. Longitudinal potential distribution for V >v if the
DMOST operates in the PP-mode. It is seength~!
Qn(Ll) = Qn(L) in this situation.

If a gate voltage above the transition gate voltage is

applied (V >V T) the second channel pinches only at sufficient
g g

large drain voltage.To evaluate this saturation drain

voltage (Vdsat2) the common voltage, called Vc2 in this

situation, must be calculated first.

This can be done by equating the current equations Eq. [4.1J

for the fir s t MOS Tan d Eq. [4. 4] for the sec 0 n d MOS T.
(see Appendix Dl).~ -,

tic 2 = Ec L2. ... ~ V! - V/Ef. L'1 .. /J VI:)'- .,. 2 E'c t,.fv,'-v,:,.)' - Ee.L,

.,. '[Eel, +4 V, - (E'.L...JIll.r.. 2 E'.1.a(~~~ )1~It. L, +v,j'-lK,j' ~ .I 7 .)

It should be noted, that there is a very little error in Eq. [4. 17J
which approaches zero if V' ~ V'

T
(see Appendix Dl).

g g
For Vd<Vdsat2 the DMOST operates in the TT mode and for

Vd>Vdsat2 the DMOST operates in the TP mode.

This last mode is also called the second channel control region,

however, the current is determined by the whole structure.

The dr a inc u r r en tin t his mod e f 0 11 0 ws fro m Eq. ( 4 . 4 .J

lc1TP =(3' ('/; + A Vt - Vclsat'2.)

If the drainvoltage is sufficiently small, i.e. Vd<Vdsatl for

V' <VI and V <V for V' >V'q gT d dsat2 9 gT' the DMOST operates in the



TT mode. The drain current is determined by both MOSTs

and can be derived if V is known. V can be found most
c c

e as i 1y by r e wr i tin g Eq. [4. 1 .] and Eq. [4. 3.b .J and t a kin g

the sum, which yields

with L = Ll + L2 .

Since this current also is given by Eq. [4.1.1

be solved. The result is

[4.20.]

V canc

1/ _ ~'~cL .. AVt (~t.L, -Va') of vi/2.
y c -

+

It is seen by numerical calculations that the + sign

must be used if V
d

<26V
t

-E
c
L and the - sign only holds

if Vd>2A Vt-Ecl.. Finally the drain current can be found

by substituting Eq. [4.2lJ into Eq. [4.20] . In the TT mode

the drain current as well as the transconductance

depends on the drain voltage, so we are less interested in

this mode.

Table 4.9. shows a review of the drain current and transconductance

in the different modes, as well as the boundaries of the modes.

The de r i vat ion 0 f ~W1T pis g i ve n inA ppen d i x D2 .
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Table 4.9. Overall picture of the DMOST current and trans
conductance formulas, and also the potential

- boundaries of the different modes.
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Table 4.10. DMOST formulas, derived from the more accurate
MOST equation set EQ. [3.41J
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Table 4. 10. s howsan 0 v 8 r.8.11 pic t I~! reo f the d r 2. inc LI r r e n t 8 nd

transconductance in the different modes if the more accurate

equation set Eq. [3.42J is used. At the derivation of Vc
in the TT mode a cubic equation appears. This equation

can be a ppro xi mat e d by set tin g (V cy to (V ci Vc T' Whi c h res u1 t sin

a quadratic equation and the error approaches zero around the

transition situation.

Fig. 4.11. and 4.12. show the draincurrent vS the-dTClinvoltagewith_Vg

10

PP

~----<'--------10

I
I

I

T/
",;'

I;'
I'"'" I

,,/PT I
I

I
I,

2 AVt VdT ao

6
,

!!f I
I

B' I
I
I

4 TP

IdsatT
B'

Fig.4.11. Drain current vs drain voltage with the gate vol
tage as parameter for a 5 I-l DMOST with L =1 )Jm,

A Vt = 4V, and E =10.000 V/cm. The das~ed curves
separates the area§ with the different modes.
The transition point is indicated by T.

TT

1

9ml·aB'

.6

.4

.2

T __________v;]Vd

---~------2

o 2 a 10 12r
Fig.4.12. Transconductance vs gate voltage with the drain

voltage as parameter for a 5 ~ DMOSt with Ll = 1 pm,
A Vt =4 V, E =10.000 V/cm. The transition point is

indicated bye T•
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as parameter, and the transconductance versus gate voltage

with Vd as parameter respectively. In this last diagram

an anomalous behaviour is observed. Considering the

situation with the second channel is pinched off,

the transconductance increases with incre~sing V~. just as

at an ordenary MOST. But i f V~ exceeds Vg T the trans

conductance first decreases and later on it increases

again. This behaviour can be explained by the following

considerations.

1

9mt.81M
.6

o 2 Vgr 6 8_
Vg

Fiq.4.13. Transconductance vs gate voltage for a 1 ~ MOST
and a 5)J MOST (shi fted AV to the left) both
operating in the pent ode re~ion (solid curves)
and for a 5).J DMOST with L1 =1 um AV = 4 V and
E =10.000 V/cm, operating ln the TP ~nd PP mode
(Bashed curve).

In fig. 4.13. the transconductance for a l)..lm MOST and a 5 pm

MOST is shown, (solid curves) according to a DMOST with a

total length of 5 )..1m and a first channel length of l)..lm

(dashed curve). For Vi <V' T the transconductance is completely
g 9

determined by the first channel, which corresponds with

an ordinary ~ MOST while the trsnsductance is determined

by a 5)..1m structure if V >V T' For large Vi theg g g
difference in threshold voltage AV t is relatively small

and can be neglected.

Then the behaviour of the DMOST corresponds with a 5 )..1m MOST

with a threshold voltage equal to the threshold voltage of the
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second channel. We will refer to this as the "basic" MOST,

because this structure is equal to the MOST before the boron

diffusion is done. By decreasing the gate voltage the

threshold voltage difference becomes more important. The

DMOST curve will differ more and more from the basic MOST

curve.

If the transconductance of the basic MOST is considerably lower

than the transconductance of the first channel MOST at the

transition point, the DMOST shows a dip in the transconductance

curve. This will be the case if the second channel is much

longer than the first one.

For large threshold voltage difference, AV
t

the basic MOST curve

shifts to the left, while the transition gate voltage is

increased; so the dip decreases.

Fig. 4.14. shows the transconductance for different second

channel lengths and different threshold voltage differences.

The change in transition gate voltage can easily be explained

by considering the longitudinal voltage distribution

and is left to the reader. (see Eq. (4.8.]).

.4

.2

4

0 ...........-;2=---4~----;6~~8---:1:+=0--12.........-,-p
vg

1

~J.8
.6

.4

.2

A'J, =6V

o 2 4 6 8 10 12 ......,..
Vg

Fig. 4.14. Transconductance dependency of a DMOST with
Ll=l ).1m, due to
a. second channel length variations, at AV =4V.
b. variations in the threshold voltage difrerence,

for L=5)Jm.
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Although, the equations are given in closed form, the cal

culation of the transconductance in the TP mode is rather

laborious. This is caused by the variation in the common

voltage. At each biasing condition this voltage and its deravitive

must be calculated. (see tables 4.9. and 4.10.). We will make

a small error, however, if we assume V
c2

to be equal to VcT .

Although this is now a constant, we can not take
ollc 2
~V; =0 , because the approximation must be carried

out in the final equation (see Appendix D2). The error will

be negligible small for V' ......, V' and for large V' becauseg"""" gT g'
then the difference between

Vi' + A~ - VC2 CltIlJ V1-' -r~ Itt - ~T is relatively small

(see figure in Appendix Dl).

By this approximation the square root,in the transconductance

equation gmTp,is only dependent on V'g and will be noted as

J)' .,. A Vt - ~T'

Ee. /.2
(4.22.J

Then the transconductance is given by

where S(~~iS the only variable.
I

Fig. 4.15. shows a comparison of the approximated curve

(dashed curve) and the exact curve (solid curve).

This approximation is also applicpble tp, the more

accurate equation set from table (4.10) and is given by

1"'11' =13/1 - ; ~2)II - Si1ij'JJ
(et., 'l'Yer)·S&-'/Y,') - &L,

=-----_..:..-......:.---:~-_...:..._--------------

(Cel, 'I' l{r)- S~'Ir,') - E;L., .,.(,.,~)E;Lz.,.~Yt -;;-i;)~T -/J'IS.)~L, 51(~~

J + ~' ~ A J't - YeT
('+$2) ee. '-2
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1086

----------------

42 12 .--Vg
Comparison of the approximated transconductance
curve (dashed curve) and the curve obtained by
the equation set of Fig. 4.9 (solid curve) for
a 5p DMOST with L

1
::l um, AV t ::4Vand

Ec ::l0.000 V/cm.

1

~1·8
.6

.4

.2

0

Fig. 4.15.

1

!!mt.8B' II
.6-

o 2 4 6 8 10 12r

Fig. 4.16. Comparison of the approximated transconductance
curve (dashed curve) and the curve obtained by
the equatIon set of Fig. 4.10 (solid curve) for
a 5).J DMOST with L :: l)Jm ~ V ::4 V, t; ::1,
4 2:: 0 • 2 and Ec::l0.~00 V/cm. t 1

It should be noticed that this approximation only reduces the

dip a little (see fig. 4.16).

In order to show an example of the difference between

the e qua t ion set fro m table 4.9 and the m0 rea c cur ate

equation set from table 4.10 the transconductance curves

shown in fig. 4.15. and fig. 4.16. are calculated

for the same DMOST. The difference is mainly determined

by bJ which can differ from zero considerably for

high doping concentrations.
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4.5.- Conclusion

Although, the DMOST has been proposed to reveal a better

linearity owing to the velocity saturation effects of the

short channel, its behaviour is determined by the total

channel length for gate voltages above a characteristic

value, called the transition gate voltage. Due to this

effect the transconductance curve shows a dip for those

gate voltages at which a high linearity was expected.

To minimize this unwanted dip , there must be a large threshold

voltage difference between the two channel regions. Since

the doping concentrations of the two regions cannot

be varied arbitrarely in practice, the threshold voltage

difference is limited. Another aspect for reducing the dip

is limitation of the difference between the two channel

lengths. An optimum can be found when the first channellength

is almost as long as the second. Since we want the first

channel to be shorter, in order to take advantage of

velocity saturation effects, the total length of the DMOST

must be shorter as well. Unfortunately the minimum total

length is limited by the photolithographic process in a

standard technology.

Thus, the first thought, that the linearity can be improved

arbritarily, by shortening the first channel of the DMOST

untill other short channel effects appear, is wrong. Due

to normal MOST operation effects the improvement of the
I

linearity by applying DMOSTs,is limited.
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5. The depletion MOST

5.1. Introduction

It is shown that a DMOST can offer a better linearity

and a higher transconductance, by velocity saturation

effects of the first channel. This is only the case if

a gate voltage IS applied below a characteristic value,

called the transition gate voltage [3]. If the gate

voltage exceeds this value, the transconductance is

determined by both channels, and the short channel

properties are lost. Even more, the transconductance

curve can show a dip for values of the gate voltage

just above the transition gate voltage, which results in

nonlinearities. In the previous chapter it is shown that

the transition gate voltage can be increased, while the

dip flattens, by reducing the difference between the first

and second channel length and/or increasing the difference

in threshold voltage, where the threshold voltage of the
*first channel has to be the highest one '. The first

possibility has the disadvantage that the minimal first

channel length is limited by the total length of the

structure. And the minimum of the total length is limited

by the photolithographic process. The second possibility,

however, seems to be limited by the maximum difference in

doping concentrations between both channel regions.However,

byap ply i n g an. N- sur fa c e 1aye r the t h res hold vol tag e differe nc e

may be further increased. While the threshold voltage for
i

P-type silicon is positive, with respect to the flat-band

* This is the case for n-channel DMOSTs. In practice the
first channel always is formed by a boron diffusion,
due to technological considerations, so only n-channel
DMOSTs have our interests, apart from the higher mobility
for electrons, compared to the hole mobility.
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voltage. now a negative value is found for the second

channel region. At zero applied gate voltage the channel

is formed by the majority carriers (electrons). The

gate voltage has to be negative to deplete this N+-layer

so that the conducting channel disappears. _That is why

an n-channel MOST with N-surface layer is called a

depletion MOST.

Because of the fact that the conductance is provided by

majority carriers and moreover the surface layer forms

a p-n junction with the bulk, this structure needs a

more complicated derivation. In this chapter the main

properties of the depletion MOST will be derived, and

in the last subsection the results will be applied to

DMOSTs with an N-surface layer for the second channel

region.

The structure that we consider is shown in fig. 5.1.

To evaluate the basic device characteristics it is

necessary to know how the channel is formed.

GATE

,0 L -1..-,

Fig. 5.1. Schematic diagram of a depletion MOST.

In order to deduce this we assume both ~he drain and

the source to be grounded, while they are internally

connected by a conducting channel in the N-layer.

Under the different gate and bulk bias conditions the
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channel potential remains zero volts. If, by zero volts

gate bias a negative bulk potential is applied (the p-n

junction will always be reverse biased) the N-layer is

depleted at the junction side. The channel conductance

is provided by the electrons in the neutral part of the

N-layer, which will be narrower if a more negative bulk

potential is applied. Now one can also apply a negative

potential at the gate, which results in a depletion at the

surface side. The conducting channel is pushed away from

the surface and exists only in the bulk, this will be

called the bulk channel. The gate voltage at which the

surface depletion region contacts the bulk depletion

region is defined as the threshold voltage.

Below this voltage there is no conducting channel between

source and drain. It is clear that the threshold voltage

is dependent on the bulk potential. On the other hand,

if a positive gate voltage is applied, accumulation

of elec~rons at the surface occurs. The conductance is

provided by this accumulation charge ~nd by the electrons

in the neutral part of the N-layer. This is called the

twin channel mode (6]. If in this situation the bulk

potential is decreased, it is possible to deplete the

whole N-layer, so only surface charge is left. This is

called the surface channel mode. The same considerations
I

hold for an arbitrary channel potential, provided that

this potential is taken as the reference. If a positive

drain potential is applied (by keeping the source

grounded), a channel potential distribution arises. In

every cross-section of the structure, the channel mode

can be derived, by taking the local channel potential

as a reference.

5.3. Bulk channel mode---------------_.
When both the gate and the bulk are negatively biased

with respect to the local channel potential V(y) the

channel is confined between two depletion regions.
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The N-layer is neutral outside the depletion boundaries.

(Shockley's depletion approximation) and the channel

charge concentration is equal to the doping concentration

of the N-layer. Furthermore the transversal electric

field at the boundaries in the semiconductor of the

depletion regions is zero (see fig. 5.2).

N-Iay~r

ox/de
/

\? < Vly)

Y~/pj
VtY-I---rl-..........,.-,~ .

l~
cIra"n.r/ "'!}/i::>n

Fig. 5.2. Transversal potential distribution when the
gate is negatively biased with respect to the
channel. It is seen that the channel region
1S neutral and the transversal electric field
at its boundaries equaLs zero.

By solving the one-dimensional Poisson equation it

follows that



junction side and

sur fa c e and dp i s

The channel charge

where 01,. is the
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depletion width in the N-layer at the

d; is the depletion width at the

the depletion width in the P--bulk.

per unit area can be found with

and

where d is the width of the N-layer.

with

Up,.: V2rs~ M,N,/INlltN.)'
Cox

The threshold vol tage ~N follows from Eq. (5.5) by

setting Qn = 0 and V(y) = Vs = 0

Fig •. 5.3. Transversal potential distribution at the source
for Vg = VtN"
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In fig. 5.3 it can be seen that at an increase of the

( ) ~ Jil'bulk bias Vb more negative till increases, so ~J decreases

and finally the threshold voltage appears to be less negative.

This is in agreement with Eq. [5.SJ. It is assumed that

11f,(y)I<JV.' because, otherwise, inversion occurs (holes

are attracted from the bulk at the outer ends along the

N- I aye r ). When ". (y):: Vb the d e pIe t ion wid t h

has reached itsimaximwm, and there remains a conducting

bulk channel, even if the gate voltage is decreased further.

This means that the thickness of the N-Iayer is limited, or

a larger bulk bias has to be applied, if it is desired

that the channel disappears for V, < VtN . If a negative

gate voltage is applied higher than the threshold voltage

V~N , there is a bulk channel from the source to the

drain. This is visualized in fig. 5.4.

/

fig. 5.4. Schematic diagram of a bulk channel.

The pinch off

by setting Q
n

into account)

drain vol tage can be found from Eq. [5. 5J
= 0 (if velocity saturation is not taken

and Vly) =VJSqt .

5.4. Twin channel mode

If the gate voltage equals the local channel potential

V(y) the bulk channel touches the surface, and when the

gate voltage is increased accumulation occurs. The surface

potential 1bsifJ is equal to the channel potential V(y).

(see fig. 5.5).
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I--. -1
c4%i c/ j

I
I
I

i
I

V(y)

Fig. 5.5. Transversal potential distribution when the
gate is positively biased with respect to
the channel.
The potential across the oxide is only determined
by the accumulation charge at the semiconductor
surface.

The conductance is provided by the bulk charge as well

as the accumulation charge, so

[S.91

[S.lO]

where d~ is given by Eq. [S.l]. If the gate is at a

higher potential than the drain, there is a twin channel

from the source to the drain. This is visualized in fig. S.6 .

./

cI"

oXld~ /
/

Fig. 5.6. Schematic diagram of a twin channel.
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It is assumed that a small bulk bias is applied, so that

not the L'IJ hoI e N- I aye r is de pIe ted (a..< d) .

5.5. Surface channel mode

If the channel to bulk potential increases, the depletion

width in the N-Iayer increases until the whole N-Iayer

is depleted (d,,=d) and only a surface channel exists

(see fig. 5.n.

Fig. 5.7. Transversal potential distribution with the
same gate to channel potential as in Fig. 5.5.
The bulk potential is decreased until the whole
N-Iayer is depleted. The potential across the
oxide is still determined by the accumulation
charge at the semiconductor surface.

If the bulk potential decreases, while the channel

pot'ential remains constant, only the depletion width in the

P bulk increases. Because the voltage drop across the

oxide remains constant in this situation, it is required

for charge neutrality that the channel charge decreases

with the same amount as the depletion charge increases.
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The equation for the channel charge is rather cumber

some, but we can neglect the excess charge deep in the

bulk with respect to the total surface channel charge, so

The value of the channel to bulk potential at which this

situation starts, follows from

5.6. The basic device characteristics

For the different channel modes the drain current can

be evaluated. The potential across an elementary

section (dy) is given by

dY= Zely
W~.. JGM(Y) I [3.111

~"= 1+ dfJ~U/E"c

if velocity saturation is taken into account. Although

the low field mobility of the electrons in the bulk is

approximately twice as much as at the surface, due to

irregularities at the surface [5] , it will be assumed

to be equal for all channel ~odes. The drain current

can be derived by substitution of the channel charge

equation which is valid in a particular region into Eq.

[3.11] and integrating over this region in a similar way

as shown in Appendix A. Besides the different modes, also

different combinations of modes are possible. First the

single mode drain current equations will be derived, later
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some combinations will be discussed. In all situations

the MOST is assumed to operate in the triode region. At

the end the saturated MOST will be considered.

When Vw< V,~O there is only a bulk channel from the

source to the drain. Substitution of Eq. [5.5] into Eq.

(3.11] yields

13' {&21/ + ,tM; YJI,; ~",Ilt = Eel. + V.,t 2 lei ox

- ~ 1<" [(IIJ +~ - Vf )'Ia .. (If! _~)'I,] [5.13]

- I K,,,[(VJ-li ~1f.)3/2 -(.J4-Y'.)"j)
;+ Vt-N < V, ~o

~~~g=~~~gg~~

The condition for a twin channel is that the gate is

positively biased with respect to the whole channel~

So Vg > Vd . At this condition a surface channel is

also possible at large bulk bias. To prevent this, a

second condition is obtained by Eq. [5.12].

Substitution of Eq. [5. 1OJ into Eq. [3. 111 yields

IJkJ.·II\': '" ' [(II: +- ,eJND) VrJ _ !!4'l
eel +VJ 11, Co)/' 2-

• ~ J<,~ [ I V.H~ -1/'"l' -I-M, - 'lISI,]J
i~ V,?:. VJ w - Vf,~ - VJ +(t:~;"l1.
It strucks immediately that this equation shows great

similarity with the drain current equation for the ordinary

inversion MOST (Eq. [3.40J).
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~~~~g~~=~gggg~~

From the previous situation it can be seen that the twin

channel mode results in a surface channelmode if the

applied bulk bias is increased to

In this situation the channel charge is given by Eq. [5.11].
This yields

[5.15]

It is seen that the dependancy of the bulk charge is lost.

This is due to the approximation in Eq. [S.l~. Eq. (5.1~. .
is similar to the drain current for the inversion MOST

given by Eq. [3.41].

l~~g=~g~gg~~=!=~~~~~~~=~g~gg~~

If a bulk voltage between the previous boundaries is

applied,

/~ elND)2 II /~ oIND)~
- Vol - "" p + (c;~ J,(p.. <: - Yb <: -1bD .,. I 't;:x k,..

the channel will be devided in two regions. In the first

region, at the source side, a twin channel exists, and

in the second region, at the drain side only a surface

channel exists (see fig. 5.8) for Vg>V d .
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/

y"
I

L
I

Fig. 5.8. Schematic diagram of a twin + surface channel.

The pot e n t i a 1 at _the t ransit ion poi n t y" bet wee nth e t win

channel region and the surface channel region follows from

Eq. [5.12]

V(y") =Vb -lI'D r !~ 4'"Nt) ) Z.
o%kpII

The drain current can be obtained by a similar method as

shown in the next channel mode combination.

~~~g=~gggg~!=~=~~!~=~gggg~!

If a gate voltage between 0 and Vd is applied, the channel

pot e n t i alequa 1s V 8 t Y = YI. Be tltJ e e n
g

the source and this point the channel potential is negative

with respect to the gate and a twin channel is formed.

From the point y' to the drain, the channel potential is

positive with respect to the gate, so a bulk channel exists

in that region (see fig. 5.9).

/

o y' ..

Fig. 5.9. Schematic diagram of a twin + bulk channel.
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At a decrease of the gate voltage the point y' shifts

towards the source and at an increase of the gate

voltage the point shifts towards the drain. Substitution

of Eq. [S.lO] into Eq. [3.11J and integration from the

source (y = 0, yeO) = 0) to the point y' (y = y',

V(y') = V ), followed by substitution of Eq. [S.S] into

Eq. [3.11] and integration from the point y' to the drain

(y = l, Vel) = Vd ) yields

IJJwi-t+ ~uJIt =Ec~; Vel ( ¥r-'"/YJ-"1) + 'eD
+ fJ:"t

- ~U.. [fVJ+ ~.. - '1)'/7. -(~.. - Vf) 'Iz ] [S. 16]

-i 1<,.. [ (VJ-ij+~D)Jf2 - f-n+'V'D)'J/2] J
,'f 0:$ V, ~ Vol

For V = a this equation results in the equation for the bulk
g

mode (E q. (S. 13] where V =a) and for \I =Vc1 the equation for the
a Q

twinmo~e (Eq. B.14] whe~e Vg=V d ) will be obtained.

As said before, the drain current equation for the twin

channel mode (Eq. [S.14J) shows great similarity with

the drain current equation (Eq. [3.40]). This is due to the

fact that the channel is formed by a surface channel,

just as at an inversion MOST, and formed by a region in

the bulk, which touches the surface, comparable with the

depletion region in an inversion MOST.

O f I"" + 1IJ
D

_ 'II ):1/2If we take two terms of the Taylor expansion t,« r, Yb

into account, Eq. [5.14] can be approximated by

(y, - Y~A ) V" - Mt/2
GeL r Vol

[S. 17]

with [s. IS]

It should be noticed that ~R is not the threshold voltage
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of the depletion MOST. It is an apparent threshold

voltage because it shows a mathematical similarity with

the threshold voltage of an inversion MOST. Moreover,

this voltaoe C8n only be measured indirectly from the charac

teristics of a depletion rv10ST. If we compare E~. [S.17] and

Eq . [S . IS] it iss e e nth at be sid e s ViA bot h e q lJ a t ion s are e qua 1 .

Eq. [S .17] fiolds for the twin channel mode, and Eq. [S .15] hoJ ds

for the surface channel mode. The difference between these

~odes is caused by the bulk bias.

It was seen that if

- Vo ~ - Va' - Y'D + f~~cI::) ?

there is the twin channel mode, and Eq.

which is approximated by Eq. [S .17] .

When the bulk bias is increased to

[S.141 holds,

there is the twin + ~urface £hannel mode, for which we

did not derive the drain current equation. If, finally,

the bulk bias is increased to

there is the surface channel mode and Eq. [S.lS] holds.

But Eq. [S.17] results in Eq. [S.lSJ if -V.= -lPl>'" /~d'Np)'1.
"xU'",.

because at this bulk bias ~~ =0

Thus, by the increase of the bulk bias from zero until

-161> t' Ilo::;Y~" first the MOST is in the twin channel

mode, next in the twin + surface channel mode and finally

in the surface channel mode. And it is seen that the

approximated equation for the twin channel mode results

in the equation for the surface channel mode at increasing

the bulk bias. So, it is reasonable to assume that the

approximated equation also holds for the twin + surface

channel mode.
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Thus the drain current for the twin channel, twin + surface

channel and the surface channel mode is given by

Vtt4: 0

IcI =/5'
/Jf-~A)VJ ~~2

E'e L .,. Vel

~e/Alp II
~A: - -Ce>a-: +Kp",,-f6+7JtJ' if -~ ~-1'i> t/~/!:;J~'19]

;, -ij~.*,,,/f::J~

Eq. [5. 1 3] and Eq. r5. 16] are e sse n t i a 11 y d iffere n t fro m

Eq. [5.14J and they cannot easily be approximated by a

simple equation. Because it is unpractical to describe the drain

current for the three different 80des with three different

equations, we will try to use E~. [5.19] for all channel modes,

as long as the MOST operates in the triode reQion. Fio. 5.10

shows the drain current versus drain voltage, with the

gate voltage as parameter, calculated from the "exact"

equations (E q. [5. 13J, Eq . (5 . 14J, Eq. r5 . 15], Eq. [5. 161 ) .

(solid curves) and calculated with ~he approximated

equation Eq. [5.19J (dashed curves).

8642

)1
--=:::..:=::..:;;:==-==-=====

\-1
/----------------

o

.5

Id I V9>Vd ~o/ V9<Vd
~JI: =- sooA

d : 2- .,..'"
,it-J/'" rj,cm'1t/ ~ .,I",i'1 .,. ;',.1"" cJ.,tn,,~1 N. ~ S'IO'~ e...-]

5 N,. ~ 1i.IO'" C ",,-3

1.5 r. : -1./ y

fVg I. =10 "uM

1
--------~3

Fig. 5.l0.Comparison of the exact drain current curves (solid
curves) with the approximated drain current curves
(dashed curves), of a depletion MOST.
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For the exact curves as well as the approximated curves

it is assumed that saturation occurs when the drain

current reaches its maximum.

As can be seen for V
g
> V

d
the approximation is excellent.

For 0 < Vg ~ Vd the approximation is rather good,

especially in the upper part of this range. This can

be explained by the following considerations. The

longitudinal channel potential increases progressive

towards the drain. This means that, for the main part

of the channel, the channel potential is negative with

respect to the gate. In other words, the point y' is

near the drain, even for relatively small gate voltages.

So the main part of the channel is formed by a twin

channel, and only a small part of the channel, near the

drain, is formed by a bulk channel. For the twin channel

region the approximation holds, but an error is introduced

by the bulk channel region. As long as the bulk channel

region is relatively small, the error is small. For very

small values of the gate voltage the error becomes more

important. When V < 0, only a bulk channel exists and
9

the approximation fails completely. This last is also due

to the difference between the real threshold voltage VtN
and VtA ' where always VtN < VtA . This will be

shown in the next subsection. The approximation predicts

that for Vg -< VtA no currents can flow. In practice, however,

this is true for V
g

< VtN , [v en for thick N-layers and/or

low bulk bias, there always remains a conducting channel as
a result of a shieldin~ inversion layer. Therefore, we

can describe the drain current in the triodewe

Eg. [5.19] under the condition that Va > 0, or in

> V •s

will. US8

aeneral V
- 9
In conclusion

region of the depletion MOST by

I~-~,,) V." - ~~2.

Ee /- + Vel
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reaches

end by Eo. r5. 13] for Vt N < V9 :s; O.

From now on we will only consider the case for V >g
At the saturation drain voltage the drain current

its maximum and can be derived fro~ ~IJ =0
1 Vol

O.

IJueJ =(3 I q -J1A - Y-'r.,t)

Vi/lltl- = EeL 1-' 0/- 11+ "';.1A '}
5.7. Derivation of the aooarent threshold volta98 VtA

-------------------~~--------------------------

equations :

"' Lf~~\~J -V•.)-~r I C~~

~JIV')1.il-~ Eo -1'1> of 17.0;c~ [5" 2:1]

In contrast with an inversion MOST, where the threshold

voltage Vt in the drain current equation agrees with the

gate voltage at which channel conduction starts, the

real threshold voltage VtN of a depletion MOST is

essential different from the apparent threshold voltage VtA
in the drain current equation, Eq. [5.20]. If the drain

current equation is us~d, the apparent threshold·~oltage

VtA should be known. Now it will be shown that it is possible

to derive VtA from VtN .

Consider both threshold voltage

If ;rlN,? ff
/L~~h is known we can distinguish the di erent

cases for -Vb in Eq. [5.21]. At this moment this is un

known, therefore assume that -Vo:!S-Vb..,. !l~"'-:)'L.
and sub s tit ute Eq. [5. 21] i n toE q. [ 5 . 8J :
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Or 1- "::~ ]

[s . 22]

Only the minus sign holds because VtA is negative.

If the bulk factor Kn is known we can calcualte VtA ,

because VtN can be measured for every structure if an

appropriate bulk bias is applied.

Eq. [S.8J can be written as

[S.23]

2
(¥ = V';'/J<~'1

13:: «pn IliZ ~~Z)

I falND I ,...tNl»
;II '-u,:t' / + C_R..9

The curve VtN versus -Vb can be obtained by measurement

of the threshold voltage VtN atdifferent values of the

bulk bias. If these values are not too small, the

estimation for 1P~ will not introduce an error. The

coefficients, «, (J and r can be obtained by deriving

the curve with the method of least squares. When the

coefficients /)(, t3 and I" are known the bulk factor K"
can be derived (see Appendix E) as well as ,"'Nl>~::Itk'p",

[S . 24]
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It is noticed that small errors in the coefficients «,~

and 1 results in a relatively large error in Kn , because

the values of the terms 1.3}'« and til are almost equal

for small K , and the values of the separate terms are
n

much larger than their subtraction.

Fig. 5.11 shows the apparent threshold voltage VtA versus

the real threshold voltage VtN , with the bulk factor Kn
as parameter.

2

Kn
5

-8-6-4-2

1

-=-_----.5
~~==:::::=====~.2

o

-2

-6

-4

Fig. 5.ll.The apparent threshold voltage VtA vs the real
threshold voltage VtN with Kn as parameter.

It is seen that for a large bulk factor K the apparent
n

threshold voltage approaches the real threshold voltage.

For small Kn , however, VtA is considerable smaller

than VtN"
The difference between VtA and V

tN
is caused by the

fact that VtA is used in the drain current equation

which holds for channels at the surface, while VtN is the

threshold voltage for the channel which starts in the bulk.

As concluded in subsection 5.3., when'l(y)=Vb inversion at the surface
occurs, because holes are attracted from the bulk at

the outer ends along the N-layer.

When there is a channel for 1pi(y) = Vb' it cannot

be pinched off by decreasing the gate voltage, because the
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surface depletion width has reached its maximum. This means

that for a given N-layer thickness there is a value for

the bulk bias at which, for a proper gate voltage, just

inversion starts when the depletion region at the surface

touches the depletion region at the junction. This bulk

bias can be found by summation of Eq. [5.1J and Eq. [5.2J

wher e Y(D) = VS = 0, ~ ( 0) =. Vban d d n + d n I = d.

The sol uti 0 n can be a ppro x i mat e d b y ( 1/1D « - Vb )

-/.!J dNA/CPtr ) '2 ~;::::::=:=:::9=oI=M=1I ::::;--:-;:::::==::;) 2.~'",.,. ~/- =-
J(pH .,. 1(.. Jl2 £$1"NIJHtJ/(N".,No>' '# Y'2£$ ,N;,'

The value of the threshold voltage at this bulk bias can

be found by deriving the potential across the oxide

The subscribt "min" is used because this is the minimal

value for the threshold voltage at a given device geometry

and given d~ping concentrations. Thus for Vb>V b .mln
inversion occurs before the channel is pinched off at

decreasing gate voltage, so no threshold voltage exists.

When the threshold voltage does not exist, the comparison

of VtA with VtN in fig. 5.11, is meaningless, but

the apparent threshold voltage V
tA

is still the correct

parameter for deriving the drain current by Eq. [5.20J

The structure is shown in fig. 5.12. The N-layer is

implanted in the whole MOST region, before the gate

is formed. The first channel is formed with an overdope of
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acceptors. This means that the doping concentration

of the N-layer is limited.

,0

Fig. 5.l2.Schematic diagram of a DMOST with N-layer.

Only the net doping is taken into account.

The equations for the drain current and transconductance

of a DMOST without the N-layer are derived in chapter 4.

As can be seen from Eq. [5.20) the equations of the

ordinary DMOST bold for a DMOST with N-layer if the

apparent threshold voltage is used and as long as

V > V (because the source potential of the second
g c

MOST is the common potential V ).
c

When V ~ V the drain current is given by Eq. [5.13],
g c

which nature completely differs from the equations for

which the DMOST formulas are derived. Now, it will be

shown that this is not a problem at all.

Consider the longitudinal potential distribution of the

DMOST with N-layer at the transition gate voltage V T
g

(see fig. 5.13).

Vs=o

!wy) .,-~.

v, =V'T---+-----..lt
L..-__ V',;= VJT

1------ Y, - v6A

Fig. 5.l3.Longitudinal potential distribution for a DMOST
with N-layer at the transition gate voltage VgT " .
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In this situation it is obvious that V > V because the
g c

threshold voltage of the first channel is positive.

If V > V T it can be seen in fig. 4.4. that the conditiong g,
V > V still holds.g c
If V < V T' however, it is seen in fig. 4.5b, c that theg g
condi tion V ;> V no longer holds. But, as we know, in

g c
this situation the drain current is completely determined

by the first channel !!!

So the equation set of fig. (4.9.) holds for the DM05T under

any biasing condition, where the difference in threshold

voltage is given by

[5.25.J

Furthermore it is seen from fig. 5.13. that always V >V +V Tg c
when the drain current is also determined by the second channel

region. It was required that V >V (see page 66 ), so this means
g c

that Eq. [5.20] is a very good approximation, when it

is used for DM05T calculations.

~. 9. Conclusions

To improve the linearity of a DM05T, a large threshold

voltage difference between the two channel regions is desired.

This can be achieved by forming an N-layer at the surface

of the second channel region. The threshold voltage of this

region is negative and should be minimized. One would expect

that this can be achieved with thick highly doped N-layers,

where a large bulk bias is applied. However, this is limited

by the breakdown voltage for the p-n junction in the bulk.

When a sufficient small bulk bias is applied, inversion

occurs at a decrease of the gate voltage before the channel is

pinched off. Holes are attracted from the bulk at the

outer ends along the N-layer, and they have a shielding

effect on the gate. In this situation, there exists no

threshold voltage at all.

The threshold voltage difference, which determines the behaviour

of the DM05T with N-layer, however, is not the difference

between the threshold voltage of the first channel and the
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real threshold voltage of the second channel, but the

difference between the threshold voltage of the first channel

and an apparent threshold voltage of the second channel.

This apparent threshold voltage is always less

negative as the real threshold voltage. This means that the

effective threshold voltage difference is less than expected.

For large values of the bulk factor of the N-Iayer (K >5)
n

the apparent threshold voltage approaches the real threshold

voltage, when it exists.

Minimization of the apparent threshold voltage is limited

by the same causes as those for the real threshold voltage.

Because the oxide capacitance should be large to obtain a

large gainfactor (3' = WVs.l Cox. , the bulkfactor is

relatively small. In practice this means that the apparent thres

hold voltage is considerably less negative as the real threshold

voltage. So the threshold voltage difference as well as the

improvement of the linearity are less strongly marked

as expected.
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6. The dual gate MOST

6.1. Introduction

The dual gate MOST has just like the DMOST two channel

regions. The channel region under the first gate corres

ponds with the highly P-doped first channel region of the

DMOST and the channel region under the second gate

corresponds with the low P-doped, or N-doped region of the

DMOST. Due to the standard technological processes the

channel lengths of the dual gate MOST are longer than

those of the DMOST. Owing to the similarity, in principle,

the DMOST equations can be used for dual gate MOST analysis.

6.2. !~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~!_~~~-~~~!_~~~~-~g~!

Fig. 6.1 shows the comparison of the dual gate MOST with

the DMOST.

MOST 1 2

Fig. 6.1. Comparison of a DMOST with a dual gate MOST.
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The threshold voltage difference ( A Vt ) of the DMOST

corresponds with the difference in the DC-bias of the two

gates (~V ). This is understood from the following
q

bias conditions.

The gate voltages of the DMOST are given by

£} - vt I = v,' for the fir s t c han n e 1 reg ion

V; - ~2 = £.1'.,. ilrt for the second channel region

Vi-,- vt~ =~ V~
which results in the gate voltages of the dual gate MOST

V'I - Vt = l-I/
V,a - ~ : ~;

V,a - £',1 =.6 V,.

for the first channel region

for the second channel region

and ~ Vt by AV g .

The modes of operation can be deduced from the transi tion

gate voltage

So V'
g has to be replaced by V~l ' V~

just like the DMOST. If the gate voltage difference

A V is given, then the dual gate MOST operates in the
g

PT or PP mode for Vgl < VgTl and in the TP mode for Vgl > VgTl .

The transconductance equations can be obtained from

table 4.9. For the dual gate MOST we must distinguish three

cases for applying signal to the gates, i.e. signal to

the first gate only, signal to the second gate only or

signal to both gates. For the transconductance in the TP

mode, the common voltage Vc2 must be known. This voltage

is dependent on the bias conditions.

Vc 2 c an b e 0 b t a i ned f r om ta b1 e 4. 9. b Y c h an gin g the gat e

voltages proposed in Eq. [6.1].
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When the signal is applied to both gates, indicated with

(1+2), the transconductance equations are equal to those

of the DM05T , if the right gate voltages are substituted.

(see fig. 6.2). ,
q : e>Iol.[ £.:>il/, ;>Y,: ()V,j, =t>V12
11'"('.'1.) p Vi UJ::aJIU'I

[
U. I .~]

7".PT(I.a.) =9"",PP(,.n.) =13' 1- (I'" 2.-i:r;)

'W1TP(, .. Z) =(3,11_ e>~2Jf-ll+ 2 L2; - ~l)-Y'l. 7 [6.4b]I J ;>., I Cc L1 J
/. )/. 'i~-Yct r~1 r:',C>¥c. _(If;l,· ~z ('" 2 Eel."I - c~L,

~r.' -/&[ 11 I/. 4~ - J.h)-9a (t ..,' 1/ i [6. 4~J
• {l..c ,"lIfcI/{U2E-. -Ect.,"E;LI"AY..,-VcI-~L'Z,.,2"'- rn

e.L, ~Lz

As concluded in chapter 4, the current of the DM05T in

PT or PP mode is completely determined by the first

channel. If the signal only is applied to the second

gate, the transconductance equals zero in the PT or PP

mode.

50,

In the TP mode the drain current is determined by both .

channels. The second channel region becomes more important

at higher gate voltages, because the transconductance

is mainly determined by velocity saturation effects

at the drain.
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The transconductance in this mode also follows from

, )-~jst. - Yet

E;l,

[6. 5~

Eq. [6.5c] can be obtained by implicit differentiation

of the fourth power equation in Appendix Dl (see also

Appendix D2).

1

9mf.a
B' I

.6

.4

.2

1+2
\

\
\,. 1 2 ----" --

......... ------" ....-
~-

// ----
/ ----

/

o a 10 12~
v91

Fig. 6.2. Transconductance vs gate voltage for a
saturated dual gate MOST with signal
on the first gate only, the second gate only
(dashed curves) and on both gates (solid curve).

The transconductance in the PT and PP mode, by applying

signal to the first gate only, is equal to the trans

conductance when the signal is applied to both gates.
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In the TP mode the transconductance is then

Q _ ~Ir/ /
,Mb)-~

I' V.,(= tOl'lst

From Eq. [6.4c] , Eq. [6.Sc] and Eq. [6.6c] it is seen that

~Vct. : ~Yet
+ ~Vc1- -~ Vo' ~V,; ~~'l,

and for the three modes we obtain

This last· is also shown in fig. 6.2.

When two different signals are applied to the gates, it

is possible to control their individual transconductance,

by varying the gate bias, and keeping the gate bias

difference constant. So, the ratio of the mixed output

signals can be varied.

6.3. Conclusion

With the dual gate MOST it is possible to improve the

linearity by increasing the difference between the gate

voltages. On the other hand short channel properties

are lost because the minimum channel length of the first

channel is longer, due to the photolithographic process

in the standard technology.

Furthermore by varying the biasing of the dual gate MOST

the influence of the individual gate signals on the

drain current can be controlled.
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Appendix A

The voltage drop across an elementary section in the

channel is given by

with

Integration from the source (y = 0, V = 0) to the drain

(y = L, V = Vd ) yields

L / VtI 11: M i~ , ]

JIJtiy: W""M.. c,)t [V,-Z1JJ-V1y)- 2~' ~ Y9')i2"a-~ clY~}
b ~ ~

/ )J/a
The Ta y lor e xpan s ion 0 f the t e r m (Vel + 2 ¥,s - J1
round Vd = 0 is given by

If only two terms are taken into account this leads to

+ ...



with W.,AJ.. Ce)&13 =.-...:;-~--l.
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and

The three term approximation results in

-(I + 12 t~ EIV"". I ) vi j
Cox 2(2)". _~ i 2

:f3!Ip,-Y1) YJ -1,+1) ~2J
r _ Up

- 2 v'~1l's -n'
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( )
'/2

I f 0 n1y two t e r ms 0 f the Ta y lor e xpan s ion 0 f JIJ + 2 V8 - Vt>
are taken into account, the dependancy of the depletion

charge of Vd is lost.

This term is originated by the depletion depth (Eq. [3.13J)

The charge in the depletion layer is given by

G"f"(Y) = '} Nil elly) =12 t, 'J IV,: y'YfyJ +21'8 - VI:

Taylor expansion of v'V&) T2¥'" - JIb i yields

• 1/ 1/ i Vly)
Ii'l(y) + 211'8 - Vb =Y 21'8 -'b ~ "I ~. -I- •

2'Jl's - 'b

If only one term is taken into account, the depletion

charge is independent of V(y),

The channel charge is given by

Substitution of this equation into Eq. [3.1~ and integration

fro m the sou r c e (y = 0, V = 0) tot he d r a i n (y = L, V. = Vd) y i e 1d s

In this approximated equation the depletion width is

constant and equal to the depletion width in the situation

with zero drain voltage.
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Appendix Cl

Substitution of Eq. [3.30] and Eq. [3.31J into [3.29]

yields

t>I Jlly) [ ]
IoI:: hI~... ~)' I (6:Jt '" - ~ - yIy)

dJlIy)
Io/ = /3L [V,- Vt - VIy)] dy-

[ drlyl .IcI
~ -~ - Vly)] d)' : /ii.

The solution follows by separation of variables

[ V, -Vt. - VIr)] elVIy) =Mell'

(V,-lIj) YtyJ - Y~y} ~ !if: y + c.onst

VIr) = IIj-Yt) - ffyt-Yi)l - :z~! f
which can be found under the condition V(O) = O.

For the saturated region, with IJ::.I3!V,.-V.O"/:z. the

potential distribution is given by
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Appendix C2

If field dependent mobility is taken into account the drain

current continuity equation is given by

/ +

Ao=W---
eI~(y) /

Y ftc

JV~o Ec Cox

Ee-IdV'r), + I
ely

(v, - Ji - V/YJ)

~~ [E'cjol~': + I] = Y, -yt - Y'1j-)

with
13' =W~. Ec (ox = WV,.t Ce>c

IeJ [ rJ] DIrty)f.i' E"c:; V, - Vt - Vg) - 7i' tJly
This is the differential equation which describes the

potent~al distribution. Separation of v?riables and

integration yields

V""p + C
:z

where C is the integration constant.

With the boundary condition V(y=O)=V =0 it is seen thats
C=O. Solving the quadratic relation yields

Substitution of the boundary condition shows that

only the minus sign holds.
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Appendix 01

The drain current for the first MOST in the triode region

must be equal to the drain current for the second MOST

in the pentode region.

I~' ,,, ~:If' '~~ - 2-

~L, ~ Vc: z

=0

In this equation the second power as well as the square

root of ~1 exists. To solve this equation the following

approximation will

'V,=o

be made.

L, L 2....

Comparison of the common voltage for the transition
situation (dashed curve) and the common voltage
for the TP-mode (solid curve) at large gate voltage.

I f 0 nere p 1 ace s Vca i nth e s qua r e roo t t e r m b y ~ T

is a fixed value, the solution can be obtained by

the quadratic equation.

The square root is approximated by

, which

solving

--



of the quadratic

which must result
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By keeping in mind that

this can be written as

If V~--' V~T than Vc2 --" VeT and the error gets near zero.

For large V I the error is negligible because the difference
, -g

between Vg '+ AV t -,VcT and V~ + LlV t - Vc2 is relatively

very small. (see fig.)

Which sign must be used in the solution
, I

relation follows by setting V to V T
g g
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Appendix D2

To derive the transconductance in the TP mode, the dera

vative

is needed.

This deravitive must not be obtained from the approximated

solution given by Eq. [4.17], but has to be derived from the

exact fourth power equation in Appendix Dl. It can be

obtained by implicit differentiation to V of this equation.
g
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1. t 2 AI
t<pl1 = P( 1(", = (3 - 1.1r~
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